Dear participants in the 4th EDA and 3rd YPA

Time for departure is coming up and this e-mail is meant to provide you detailed information on your arrival at Oslo Airport Gardermoen on Wednesday March 7th.

You have provided us with your flight details. So, we know exactly when you will be landing in Oslo.

A small group of 4th EDA volunteers will be at the airport all day to welcome you. We therefore kindly ask you to meet them at the special 4th EDA stand that will be held in the arrival hall (outside of the restricted area) from 11:00 am on.

Oslo Gardermoen airport is not a big airport. So, you should not have difficulties in finding the meeting point. After passing the exit-gates into the arrival hall, turn right. After a few meters, you will find the EDA flag and desk, close to Peppe’s pizza restaurant.

Free shuttle buses have been organized for your transfer from the airport to your accommodation. These buses are scheduled to leave the airport approximately at 1:00pm (13:00) and 05:00 pm (17:00). More detailed information will be given to you once you reach the stand. So, please, make sure to present yourself at the stand and register for the bus as soon as you arrive at the airport.

If you are landing in Oslo late-afternoon or in the evening, a taxi or private car-transportation will be organized for you. The meeting point in the airport will be the same, even though there won't be a desk anymore at this time of the day.

If you are arriving in Oslo before Wednesday March 7th, please, let us know when you are planning on coming to the airport to catch the special 4th EDA shuttle bus.

If your flight is delayed, if you miss your flight, if you don't manage to find the meeting point at the airport or for any other unexpected situation, please, get in contact with René at the following number: +4790503098.

If you have provided us with your cellphone number, please, make sure to turn your phone on in case we need to contact you.

The conference venue is located in Hurdal. The bus trip from the airport takes about 30 minutes. There are two different hotels for the accommodation of all the participants. The buses will stop at both places. The ride between the two hotels is only 2 minutes long. You will be informed at the airport about your drop-off point (stop 1 or stop 2).

For those riding the first shuttle bus (with departure from the airport at 13:00, lunch will be provided at the conference venue at your arrival and until 14:30. for all participants, dinner is scheduled from 18:00 to 20:00.

Additional important information
1. Make sure to bring your swimming suits! The swimming pool will be open every day at the conference venue!
2. We have snow and degrees below zero. Put on your winter clothing!
3. Special outdoor winter activities have been included in the official program of the 4th EDA and 3rd YPA. You might want to take this into consideration when packing your suitcase.
4. Currency in Norway is Norwegian kroner. You can pay with mostly all credit-cards. But for your information, withdrawal of cash cannot be done at the conference venue.
5. In Norway, the standard for electrical outlets is Europlug (Type C & F). If the standard is different in your country, you might want to take an adapter.

We are very much looking forward meeting you next week! Have a safe trip to Norway!

NFFA 4th EDA Organizing team